Abstract. We propose a conjectural determination of the Gromov-Witten theory of a root stack along a smooth divisor. We verify our conjecture under an additional assumption.
Introduction
We work over C.
A folklore result, proven only recently in [9] , states that for a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack, the stack structures in codimension one are obtained by applications of root constructions along divisors, as defined in [7] and [3] . From the perspective of Gromov-Witten theory, this motivates the attempts to understand Gromov-Witten theory of root stacks along divisors.
Let X be a smooth proper Deligne-Mumford stack with projective coarse moduli space. Let D ⊂ X be an irreducible smooth divisor. For r ∈ N, let X r denote the stack of r-th roots along D. There is a natural map X r → X. Let D r ⊂ X r be the divisor lying over D ⊂ X.
We propose the following Conjecture 1.1. The Gromov-Witten theory of X r is determined by the Gromov-Witten theory of X, D, and the restriction map H * (IX) → H * (ID).
Consider the following Situation 1.2. Let X, D, and r be as above. In addition, assume that D is disjoint from the locus of stack structures of X.
The main result of this paper is the following evidence supporting Conjecture 1.1:
A proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in Section 2.1. A discussion on the more general case is given in Section 2.2.
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On Conjecture 1.1
Our study of Gromov-Witten theory of X r relies on relative Gromov-Witten theory of Deligne-Mumford stack pairs, as defined and studied in [1] . We also make heavy use of the results in [12] . 1 to this degeneration shows that Gromov-Witten invariants of X r are expressed in terms of relative Gromov-Witten invariants of (X r , D r ) and of (Y, D 0 ). Gromov-Witten theory of (X r , D r ) is solved in Section 2.1.2, and Gromov-Witten theory of (Y, D 0 ) is solved in Section 2.1.3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is complete.
2.1.2. Relative theory. In Situation 1.2, the inertia stack IX r is a disjoint union of the inertia stack IX and r − 1 µ r -gerbes over D. Marked points receiving insertions from these µ r gerbes are constrained to map to D r , and hence are relative marked points. It follows that insertions for a Gromov-Witten invariant of (X r , D r ) can be expressed as pull-backs of classes from IX. By [1, Proposition 4.5.1], Gromov-Witten invariants of (X r , D r ) are equal to Gromov-Witten invariants of (X, D). 
2.1.4.
Remarks. In Situation 1.2 the divisor D is assumed to be a scheme. This assumption is restrictive: from the perspective of introducing stack structures in codimension one by root constructions, it is more natural to allow D to have nontrivial stack structures. Nevertheless Situation 1.2 does apply when one constructs twisted curves (in the sense of [4] ) by applying root constructions to nonsingular curves. Gromov-Witten theory of nonsingular curves is completely solved by [13, 14, 15] . Therefore we obtain the following: Corollary 2.1. Gromov-Witten theory of a nonsingular twisted curve is completely determined.
It is reasonable to expect that the proof of Theorem 1.3 can be made into algorithms that compute Gromov-Witten invariants of X r . More quantitative results on Gromov-Witten theory of X r , such as close formulas for Gromov-Witten invariants in low genera, are also desirable. Results along this line will be pursued elsewhere. A.1. Relative virtual localization. Virtual localization for relative Gromov-Witten theory of scheme pairs is detailed in [11] . For Deligne-Mumford stack pairs, the assumption on global nonsingular embeddings needed in the proof of virtual localization in [10] may be verified by combining the constructions of nonsingular embeddings in [11] and [2] . Alternatively, one can invoke the proof of virtual localization in [8] without nonsingular embedding.
The virtual localization formula for relative Gromov-Witten invariants of Deligne-Mumford stack pairs may be derived in the same way as in [11] . The formula takes the same form as the one for scheme pairs. Stack structures at nodes result in additional scalar factors that need be carefully sorted out. However, the precise nature of these factors do not affect the qualitative application of relative virtual localization formula needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3. In this Deligne-Mumford setting, rubber invariants with target descendants also satisfy divisor and dilaton equations and tautologial recursion relations. These equations take the same form 5 as their scheme-theoretic counterparts, see [12, Section 1.5.4, Section 1.5.5].
Rubber invariants without target descendants can be expressed in terms of Gromov-Witten invariants of (Y, D 0 ∪ D ∞ ). More precisely, [12, Lemma 2] holds in this Deligne-Mumford setting, with the same proof.
